
Church Management Software
- ParishSupport

ParishSupport is a 100% web-based church management software application designed to effortlessly engage, 
enlighten and ultimately empower your parishioners. It not only allows your parish to develop an individual 
relationship with members but also allows members to learn more about each other, track new events, and 
develop outreach programs to benefit children & adults.

Why utilize a web-based application?

   •  We store your database for you.
   •  There is no need to install any new software onto your computer.
   •  All data is encrypted for security.
   •  We provide a continuous backup of your database.
   •  All updates are transparent and require no effort on your part.
   •  It can be accessed on any internet-ready device.

Over the years, we have witnessed parish staffs as large as 30 paid/volunteer individuals contributing to member 
communication, staffing, contribution recording, event / volunteer coordinators, etc. Now, we are watching 
these same parishes trying to survive all the while being staffed with 15 paid/volunteer individuals and asked to 
do double the workload therefore neglecting important communication. Modern day churches are clustering, 
merging and in most cases more members are attending a single church location only to be falling short with 
communication, contributions and organizational abilities. Ultimately, the church community will pay the 
price. 

ParishSupport was specifically designed to eliminate these challenges by utilizing technology. ParishSupport 
researches internal data like contribution recording, census information, giving trends, calendar events and 
produces instant personalized member feedback to be used as a communication tool for your members.

ParishSupport provides a secure platform for members to communicate within their own Social Network called 
ParishExchange. ParishExchange opens a resource of communication whereas members and church leaders can 
discuss topics, listen to music, explore volunteer opportunities, post service opportunities and simply inform 
members of church happenings.

ParishSupport firmly believes that through involvement evolves engagement.

Visit ParishSupport online for more information. www.parishsupport.com

Envelope Product
Samples Catalog
These samples have been taken from our website 
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Electronic Giving
- myEoffering

Essential Understanding of myEoffering

myEoffering (electronic giving) refers to a process whereas church contributors opt to have their financial 
contribution withdrawn from a checking or savings account or process their contribution through a credit card 
transaction.

Benefits for your Parish Community

Contributors using a form of electronic contributions tend to give more than contributors who give through 
traditional means. Communities using myEoffering has witnessed giving increases of over 50%. This increase 
occurs because contributors have an opportunity to consciously plan and pray for the amount in which they 
contribute NOT give whatever is left in the checkbook or pant pockets on Sunday morning. Research shows 
that those who plan and give their gifts monthly give 40% more than those who give whatever they want or can 
on a week-to-week basis.

Benefits for the Donor

Donors that give electronically, give through myEoffering because it more efficient for their household. 
Many donors pay their bills electronically (ACH) and/or through credit cards and use only a check for their 
contribution.

Donor’s can use their credit card. Although no parish community supports donor debt, many families prefer to 
use credit cards in a responsible manner. Many prefer the security, ease of bill paying or simply collect reward 
points. Statistics show greater than 65% of electronic donors use credit cards and tend to give 2-3% more than 
ACH givers.

Donors can customize their own method of giving based on how they receive their income. (ex biweekly, 
semimonthly or monthly)

Donors can manage all of their giving at one time. They can plan and designate their contributions for all 
weekly collections, extra church collections and tuition at the same time that they pledge their regular Offertory 
gift.

Visit myEoffering online for more information. www.myEoffering.com
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- Boxed Sets
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Envelope Products
- Direct Mail
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Envelope Products
- Booklets
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Envelope Products
- Loose / Bulk
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Envelope Products
- Special Occasion
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Envelope Products
- #9 and #10 Business Envelopes
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Children’s Concepts
- Buzzy Bee Series



Children’s Concepts
- Color Me Series



Children’s Concepts
- Saints of the Catholic Church


